Assessment of fidelity and utility of the whole-genome amplification for the clinical tests offered in a histocompatibility and immunogenetics laboratory.
Increasing emphasis on the use of molecular tests in a histocompatibility and immunogenetics laboratory (HIL) poses a potential problem of lack of sufficient DNA to perform multiple genetic analyses. In this study, we report the feasibility, fidelity and utility of multiple displacement amplification (MDA) method to perform whole-genome amplification (WGA) to generate DNA specimens that can be analyzed by multiple molecular techniques and can be used for different clinical tests offered by an HIL. The MDA-generated DNA when compared with the native DNA showed 100% congruency in genotyping of 37 genes/loci using multiple downstream molecular techniques: sequence-based typing and sequence-specific primer-based typing for 5 human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I and II genes (HLA-A, B, C, DRB1 and DQB1), luminex-based sequence-specific oligonucleotide (SSO) genotyping for a panel of 16 killer immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR) genes and automated fragment size analysis for a panel of 15 short tandem repeat (STR) loci and amelogenin gene. For post-allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) chimerism analysis, MDA-generated DNA appeared useful for enriching pre-transplant DNA but not for enriching post-transplant chimeric DNA. Overall, our results show that MDA-based WGA could generate DNA of high yield and fidelity that can be used for various clinical tests and research purposes.